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The new Torch series from BlackBerry are here to woo the youth, the business men, the media and
the daily users. It is an extraordinary phone that makes navigation easy and simple and has a
fantastic screen. The mobile comes with fast processor and has the BlackBerry OS 7.0 operating
system. The special features in the mobile are the document viewer like the word, powerpoint and
excel. The performance is excellent and does not lag in any aspect. Plenty of apps and features
have made the mobile quite popular among various users. Social networking sites make it
convenient to update your status from anywhere. The Blackberry mobile price is set considering in
mind the requirements of the people and it value.

The screen is 3.2 inches of TFT capacitive touch screen and displays 16 million colors. The display
resolutions are 480 x 640 pixels and the display features are the optical trackpad, multi touch input
method etc. the Sensors make it more convenient to operate the mobile with its accelerometer
sensor for the UI auto rotate, digital compass and the proximity sensor for auto turn. It is a slider
form factor and comes with QWERTY keypad. The dimensions of the mobile are 111 x 62 x 14.6
mm and the weight is 161 grams. The design is amazing and has attracted all age groups. This is a
compact and sleek mobile that can be slipped in the pocket.

The camera in the BlackBerry Torch 9810 is 5 mega pixels and works excellently to provide you
with stunning pictures that you can cherish for a life time. The features integrated are the auto focus,
LED flash, geo tagging, continuous auto focus, face detection, image stabilization, multiple picture
taking modes and zero shutter lag. All these features can turn you into a pro. It also comes with a 4
x digital zoom and has a resolution of 2592 x 1944 pixels.

Along with the camera you get the video, video recording and the video player as well. The music
features is excellent as well and supports various music formats like the MP3, MP4, M4A, 3GP,
MID, AAC, WMA, FLAC, M4v etc. There is also a speaker and the headset along with 3.5 mm audio
jack. The BlackBerry Torch 9810 price is well set and makes a good buy.

The phone book provides practically unlimited entries and fields. The mobile provides list of missed
calls, received calls and dialed calls as well.

The BlackBerry Torch 9810 price in India is Rs. 30,699 approximately.
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